1. Explain the nature of a moral habit according to St. Thomas Aquinas.
2. What category it is in and why?
3. What are the various bases for the division of habits: powers, nature, objects?
4. Why are habits necessary in man?
5. What is the difference between operative and entitative habits and give an example of each?
6. Define virtue and explain how the definition summarizes the four causes of Aristotle.
7. What are the various powers of the soul where virtue is found and why are they found there?
8. Explain the contribution of nature, human acts and God to the formation of human virtue.
9. Give the three reasons why virtue must be formed in man for moral perfection.
10. Explain the division of virtues as it relates to the attainment of the ultimate end of man.
11. Why are virtues needed to perfect the will?
12. Why are virtues needed to perfect the passions?
13. Why are virtues needed to perfect the intellect?
14. Generally explain the relation of the virtues to the commandments? (Hint: can morally evil objects be means to develop the virtues? Why or why not?)
15. Explain the difference between temperance and continence as to firmly held virtue.
16. How does passion relate to the possession of virtue?
17. Explain how habits, virtues and vices increase. Use the example of study. Is it number of acts or intensity of acts?